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Chance of a Lifetime
The Untold History of Television provides an exciting glimpse behind the scenes of
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the groundbreaking series that have defined the landscape of popular culture.
Boardwalk Empire is an unflinching portrayal of life in Atlantic City at the height of
Prohibition. Starring Steve Buscemi as Nucky Thompson, the crime drama
seamlessly blends fiction and historical realism, exploring vice, greed and blind
ambition during a time when America was still defining itself. Over the course of its
five-season run, Boardwalk Empire garnered forty Primetime Emmy nominations,
going on to win seventeen Primetime Emmy awards. The ebook contains
information about the inception and development of the series, thought-provoking
episode analysis, and on-the-set stories about the cast and crew.

Dead On Arrival
More than thirty chilling stories and novellas featuring Bram Stoker’s King of the
Vampires: Count Dracula, Prince of Darkness! Since his creation one hundred and
twenty years ago, the name of Dracula has become synonymous with the legend
of the vampire and the character is one of the world’s most iconic to appear in
fiction and film. Now, this history of the blood-drinking nobleman follows Dracula
from his origins in Transylvania, through his travels down the decades, into a
dystopian twenty-first century where vampires rule the world. Is it possible that the
Count’s condition can be cured by modern medicine? How does the mythology
perpetuated by literature and movies affect the existence of a real bloodsucker?
How can an immortal creature adapt to the social and technological changes that
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have already shaped our modern world? And what happens when Dracula turns up
for his own birthday party? These and many other questions are answered by
acclaimed authors such as Ramsey Campbell, Christopher Fowler, Charlaine Harris,
Nancy Holder, Nancy Kilpatrick, Brian Lumley, Graham Masterton, Paul McAuley,
Kim Newman, Michael Marshall Smith, F. Paul Wilson and many others, including
Dracula’s original creator Bram Stoker with a long-lost version of the story first
presented in 1897.

The Last Good Time
This book explores the presence of the anti-hero in mainstream dramatic serial
television. It offers critical examinations of Dexter, Sons of Anarchy, True Blood,
Breaking Bad, and Boardwalk Empire. What purpose might such unusual
protagonists serve in today’s culture and what do their tales tell about U.S. political
and economic issues from 2008 to 2012? The author discovers how the characters
that seem initially so different prove to be strong examplars of established forms of
power, such as white patriarchy and late capitalist interests. The study finds that
even when the characters are groundbreaking fictional figures, they are all
eventually written into submission by the narratives of their series, echoing the
same tales of fictitious heroism recycled in American television narratives for
decades. New trends in television narratives are discussed—with the expectation
that perhaps future dramas will free audiences from oppressive narratives rather
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than continue to normalize them.

The Lost Empire of Atlantis
A Girl and Five Brave Horses
Recounts the story of how a notorious gang of MIT blackjack savants devised and
received backing for a system for winning at the world's most sophisticated
casinos, an endeavor that earned them more than three million dollars. Originally
published as Bringing Down the House. Reissue. (A Columbia Pictures film, written
by Peter Steinfeld & Allan Loeb, directed by Robert Luketic, releasing March 2008,
starring Kevin Spacey, Kate Bosworth, Laurence Fishburne, Jim Sturgess, & others)
(Current Affairs)

Wiseguy
Carrying the surname of his uncle and Immortal Reg, Mark Gasnier had blinding
pace, a shimmy, a step and an innate sense of timing. Whether it was for St
George Illawarra, NSW or Australia, he could seemingly sniff out a try at will. As
former NSW coach Phil Gould once remarked: "Mark Gasnier, the best centre I have
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seen." Yet for a game that came to him so naturally, Gasnier's career was never so
straightforward. His famous bloodlines and the notorious hoodoo that had seen the
Dragons fail to win a premiership in three decades meant the weight of
expectation never went away. A drunken phone call during a NSW bonding session
that led to his sacking on the eve of his Origin debut, the curse of injury and the
ultimate decision to walk away from the game and play rugby union for Paris
glamour club Stade Francais only add to his complex journey. Those obstacles only
made the finish - when he returned to the NRL to win the grand final with St
George Illawarra - sweeter before he shocked everyone again with the early
announcement of his retirement. Throughout his career, Gasnier was guarded with
the media. For the first time, he candidly tells his story.

Boardwalk of Dreams
“Ice cream perfection in a word: Jeni’s.” –Washington Post James Beard Award
Winner: Best Baking and Dessert Book of 2011! At last, addictive flavors, and a
breakthrough method for making creamy, scoopable ice cream at home, from the
proprietor of Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams, whose artisanal scooperies in Ohio are
nationally acclaimed. Now, with her debut cookbook, Jeni Britton Bauer is on a
mission to help foodies create perfect ice creams, yogurts, and sorbets—ones that
are every bit as perfect as hers—in their own kitchens. Frustrated by icy and
crumbly homemade ice cream, Bauer invested in a $50 ice cream maker and
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proceeded to test and retest recipes until she devised a formula to make creamy,
sturdy, lickable ice cream at home. Filled with irresistible color photographs, this
delightful cookbook contains 100 of Jeni’s jaw-droppingly delicious signature
recipes—from her Goat Cheese with Roasted Cherries to her Queen City Cayenne
to her Bourbon with Toasted Buttered Pecans. Fans of easy-to-prepare desserts
with star quality will scoop this book up. How cool is that?

The Northside
History remembers Arnold Rothstein as the man who fixed the 1919 World Series,
an underworld genius. The real-life model for The Great Gatsby's Meyer Wolfsheim
and Nathan Detroit from Guys and Dolls, Rothstein was much more—and
less—than a fixer of baseball games. He was everything that made 1920s
Manhattan roar. Featuring Jazz Age Broadway with its thugs, speakeasies,
showgirls, political movers and shakers, and stars of the Golden Age of Sports, this
is a biography of the man who dominated an age. Arnold Rothstein was a loan
shark, pool shark, bookmaker, thief, fence of stolen property, political fixer, Wall
Street swindler, labor racketeer, rumrunner, and mastermind of the modern drug
trade. Among his monikers were "The Big Bankroll," "The Brain," and "The Man
Uptown." This vivid account of Rothstein's life is also the story of con artists,
crooked cops, politicians, gang lords, newsmen, speakeasy owners, gamblers and
the like. Finally unraveling the mystery of Rothstein's November 1928 murder in a
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Times Square hotel room, David Pietrusza has cemented The Big Bankroll's place
among the most influential and fascinating legendary American criminals. 16
pages of black-and-white photographs are featured.

Nucky
Was he New York City's last pirate . . . or its first gangster? This is the true story of
the bloodthirsty underworld legend who conquered Manhattan, dock by dock--for
fans of Gangs of New York and Boardwalk Empire. "History at its best . . . I highly
recommend this remarkable book."--Douglas Preston, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Lost City of the Monkey God Handsome and charismatic,
Albert Hicks had long been known in the dive bars and gin joints of the Five Points,
the most dangerous neighborhood in maritime Manhattan. For years, he operated
out of the public eye, rambling from crime to crime, working on the water in ships,
sleeping in the nickel-a-night flops, drinking in barrooms where rat-baiting and
bear-baiting were great entertainments. His criminal career reached its peak in
1860, when he was hired, under an alias, as a hand on an oyster sloop. His plan
was to rob the ship and flee, disappearing into the teeming streets of lower
Manhattan, as he'd done numerous times before, eventually finding his way back
to his nearsighted Irish immigrant wife (who, like him, had been disowned by her
family) and their infant son. But the plan went awry--the ship was found listing and
unmanned in the foggy straits of Coney Island--and the voyage that was to enrich
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him instead led to his last desperate flight. Long fascinated by gangster legends,
Rich Cohen tells the story of this notorious underworld figure, from his humble
origins to the wild, globe-crossing, bacchanalian crime spree that forged his
ruthlessness and his reputation, to his ultimate incarnation as a demon who
terrorized lower Manhattan, at a time when pirates anchored off 14th Street.
Advance praise for The Last Pirate of New York "A remarkable work of scholarship
about old New York, combined with a skillfully told, edge-of-your-seat adventure
story--I could not put it down."--Ian Frazier, author of Travels in Siberia "With its
wise and erudite storytelling, Rich Cohen's The Last Pirate of New York takes the
reader on an exciting nonfiction narrative journey that transforms a grisly
nineteenth-century murder into a shrewd portent of modern life. Totally unique,
totally compelling, I enjoyed every page."--Howard Blum, New York Times
bestselling author of Gangland and American Lightning

Donald Trump v. The United States
This brilliantly reported, unforgettable true story reveals how one of the most
monstrous sexual criminals in the history of the Mormon church preyed on his
victims even as he was protected by the church elders who knew of his behavior.
When Seattle attorney Tim Kosnoff agreed to listen to an eighteen-year-old man
who claimed to have been molested by his Mormon Sunday school teacher, he had
no idea he was embarking on a quest for justice on behalf of multiple victims or
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that the battle would consume years of his life and pit him against the vast,
powerful, and unrepentant Mormon church itself. As Kosnoff began to investigate
the case, he discovered that the Sunday school teacher, a mysterious figure
named Frank Curtis, possessed a long and violent prison record before he was
welcomed into the church, where he became a respected elder entrusted with the
care of prepubescent Mormon boys. Through Lisa Davis’s deft storytelling, two
astonishing narratives unfold. The first shows how Brother Curtis ingratiated
himself into the lives of young boys from working-class Mormon families where
money was tight, and was accepted by mothers and fathers who saw in him a
kindly uncle or grandfather figure who enjoyed the blessing of the church. Having
gained the families’ trust, Curtis became fiendishly helpful, offering to supervise
trips or overnights out of the sight of parents, when he could manipulate his
victims or ply them with alcohol. The other narrative is a real-life legal thriller. As
Davis shows, Kosnoff and his partners tirelessly assembled the case against the
church, sifting through records, tracking down victims, and convincing them to
testify about Brother Curtis’s acts. What began as a case of one plaintiff turned
into a complex web stretching across multiple states. Joined by what would
become a team of attorneys and investigators, Kosnoff found himself up against
one of the most insular institutions in the United States: the secretive and powerful
Mormon church. The amazing legal case at the heart of The Sins of Brother Curtis
shows how the church’s elite, well-funded team of attorneys claimed the church
was protected under the Constitution from revealing that Curtis had molested a
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number of Mormon boys. Yet Kosnoff and his devoted legal team (which included a
female investigator adept at getting parents of victims to talk to her) succeeded in
forcing the church to reveal that it knew about Curtis and ultimately achieved a
successful settlement. Emotionally powerful page by page, The Sins of Brother
Curtis delivers a redemptive reading experience in which the truth, no matter how
painful and hidden, is told at last and justice is hard won. This is a remarkable
story, all true.

Empire of the Summer Moon
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • With unparalleled reporting, a Pulitzer
Prize–winning New York Times reporter continues to break news about the most
important political story of our lives as he chronicles the clash between a president
and the officials of his own government who tried to stop him. In the early days of
the Trump presidency, the people who work in the institutions that make America
America saw Trump up close in the Oval Office and became convinced that they
had to stand up to an unbound president. These officials faced a situation without
parallel in American history: What do you do, and who do you call, if you are the
only one standing between the president, his extraordinary powers, and the abyss?
Michael S. Schmidt’s Donald Trump v. The United States tells the dramatic, highstakes story of those who felt compelled to confront and try to contain the most
powerful man in the world as he shredded norms and sought to expand his power.
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Schmidt has broken many of the major stories of the Trump era, from the news of
Hillary Clinton’s use of a personal email account to the report on former FBI
director James Comey’s contemporaneous memos of conversations with Trump
that led directly to the appointment of special counsel Robert S. Mueller III. Now he
takes us inside the defining events of the presidency, chronicles them up close,
and records the clash between an increasingly emboldened president and those
around him, who find themselves trying to thwart the president they had pledged
to serve, unsure whether he is acting in the interest of the country, his ego, his
family business, or Russia. Through their eyes and ears, we observe an epic
struggle. Drawing on secret FBI and White House documents and confidential
sources inside federal law enforcement and the West Wing, Donald Trump v. The
United States is vital journalism, recording the shocking reality of a presidency like
no other, a riveting contemporary history, and a lasting account of just how fragile
and vulnerable the institutions of American democracy really are.

The Sins of Brother Curtis
Collected interviews with the man who has been called the greatest living
American film director

21: Bringing Down the House - Movie Tie-In
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Rory Woodward thought he would never set foot in Eagle River again. He left years
ago to get away from his family, the Redstones. Now, with word that his
grandmother is dying, he must leave his peaceful life as an author in San Francisco
to come home and pay his respects. To do so, though, he must confront an
overbearing mother, a viciously greedy sister, and the rest of his kin, who are all
eager to take the Redstone reputation for benevolence and shove it in the coffin
with matriarch Winifred Redstone. Staber Montana never enjoyed the life of leisure
the Redstones have. He has spent most of his life fending for himself while dealing
with his drug-abusing, overpossessive mother and alcoholic brother. He has never
kept a healthy relationship because his mother would scare away potential mates.
More than anything, he wishes he could escape his life. Rory and Staber may come
from two different lives and backgrounds while growing up in the same town, but
their paths are about to cross at the most wonderful time of the year. They find
themselves drawing closer, but they need to find a way to keep their overwhelming
pasts at bay long enough to see if they can create their own Merry Christmas,
perhaps the first of many.

Lucky Luciano
From Machiavellian city officials to big-time mobsters, corrupt beat cops, and
overzealous G-men, Boardwalk Empire is replete with philosophically compelling
characters who find themselves in philosophically interesting situations. This book
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is directed at thoughtful fans of the show. Here, readers discover parallels between
the events in Boardwalk Empire and contemporary political events. Twenty
philosophers address issues in political philosophy, ethics, aesthetics, feminism,
and metaphysics. Is Nucky Thomson a Machiavellian prince or a Nietzschean
superman? Is Jimmy's resentment towards Nucky justified, given that Jimmy would
never have come into existence had his parents not met? What can be said about
the ethics of lying in the seedy world of bootlegging? Agent Van Alden’s unique
religious attitudes bring a warped sense of morality to the Boardwalk universe. One
chapter brings to light the moral character of Van Alden’s God. Other chapters
explores the roles that storytelling, deception, and gender play in the show.

Five Families
The son of Roy DeMeo, the head of the Gambino crime family's squad of killers and
thieves, describes coming of age in the world of organized crime, the murder of his
father when he was seventeen, his love for his father despite his criminal career,
and his determination to escape his father's doomed and dangerous life. Reprint.

Action Park
From Machiavellian city officials to big-time mobsters, corrupt beat cops, and
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overzealous G-men, Boardwalk Empire is replete with philosophically compelling
characters who find themselves in philosophically interesting situations. This book
is directed at thoughtful fans of the show. Here, readers discover parallels between
the events in Boardwalk Empire and contemporary political events. Twenty
philosophers address issues in political philosophy, ethics, aesthetics, feminism,
and metaphysics. Is Nucky Thomson a Machiavellian prince or a Nietzschean
superman? Is Jimmy's resentment towards Nucky justified, given that Jimmy would
never have come into existence had his parents not met? What can be said about
the ethics of lying in the seedy world of bootlegging? Agent Van Alden’s unique
religious attitudes bring a warped sense of morality to the Boardwalk universe. One
chapter brings to light the moral character of Van Alden’s God. Other chapters
explores the roles that storytelling, deception, and gender play in the show.

The Ecological Pine Barrens of New Jersey
Boardwalk Empire
son Johnson frequently stopped working on Boardwalk Empire to wrestle with how
best to handle the thorny subject of race. But he persisted, and the result was a
chapter—"A Plantation by the Sea"—that inspired this powerful sequel.In The
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Northside, Johnson brings the untold story of Atlantic City's black community
vividly to life, from the arrival of the first African Americans to Absecon Island in
the early 19th century through the glory days of the "World's Playground." Drawing
on dozens of personal interviews and painstaking archival research, he reveals
long-forgotten details about the people on whose backs the gambling mecca was
built and offers a wide-ranging survey of the accomplishments of more recent
generations.Exploited for their labor and banished to the most undesirable part of
town, resilient Northsiders created a vibrant city within a city—a place where black
culture could thrive and young people could aspire to become artists, athletes,
educators, and leaders of business, politics, and society. As Nelson Johnson shows
in this unflinching portrait, Atlantic City was built on their toil—and the Northside
was born of their dreams.

Jeni's Splendid Ice Creams at Home
Revisits the classic Hardy Boys mystery "The House on the Cliff," providing an
updated rendition of the novel, accompanied by an essay on the importance of
reading mysteries for young people.

The Last Pirate of New York
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New Jersey’s legal system was plagued with injustices from the time the system
was established through the mid-twentieth century. In Battleground New Jersey,
historian and author of Boardwalk Empire, Nelson Johnson chronicles reforms to
the system through the dramatic stories of Arthur T. Vanderbilt—the first chief
justice of the state’s modern-era Supreme Court—and Frank Hague—legendary
mayor of Jersey City. Two of the most powerful politicians in twentieth-century
America, Vanderbilt and Hague clashed on matters of public policy and over the
need to reform New Jersey’s antiquated and corrupt court system. Their battles
made headlines and eventually led to legal reform, transforming New Jersey’s
court system into one of the most highly regarded in America. Vanderbilt’s power
came through mastering the law, serving as dean of New York University Law
School, preaching court reform as president of the American Bar Association, and
organizing suburban voters before other politicians recognized their importance.
Hague, a remarkably successful sixth-grade dropout, amassed his power by
exploiting people’s foibles, crushing his rivals, accumulating a fortune through
extortion, subverting the law, and taking care of business in his own backyard.
They were different ethnically, culturally, and temperamentally, but they shared
the goals of power. Relying upon previously unexamined personal files of
Vanderbilt, Johnson’s engaging chronicle reveals the hatred the lawyer had for the
mayor and the lengths Vanderbilt went to in an effort to destroy Hague.
Battleground New Jersey illustrates the difficulty in adapting government to a
changing world, and the vital role of independent courts in American society.
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Boardwalk Empire and Philosophy
The outlandish, hilarious, terrifying, and almost impossible-to-believe story of the
legendary, dangerous amusement park where millions were entertained and
almost as many bruises were sustained, told through the eyes of the founder's son
Often called "Accident Park," "Class Action Park," or "Traction Park," Action Park
was an American icon. Entertaining more than a million people a year in the 1980s,
the New Jersey-based amusement playland placed no limits on danger or fun, a
monument to the anything-goes spirit of the era that left guests in control of their
own adventures--sometimes with tragic results. Though it closed its doors in 1996
after nearly twenty years, it has remained a subject of constant fascination ever
since, an establishment completely anathema to our modern culture of rules and
safety. Action Park is the first-ever unvarnished look at the history of this DIY
Disneyland, as seen through the eyes of Andy Mulvihill, the son of the park's
idiosyncratic founder, Gene Mulvihill. From his early days testing precarious rides
to working his way up to chief lifeguard of the infamous Wave Pool to later helping
run the whole park, Andy's story is equal parts hilarious and moving, chronicling
the life and death of a uniquely American attraction, a wet and wild 1980s
adolescence, and a son's struggle to understand his father's quixotic quest to
become the Walt Disney of New Jersey. Packing in all of the excitement of a day at
Action Park, this is destined to be one of the most unforgettable memoirs of the
year.
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The Big Bankroll
“Tremendous. This guy has done history like you would not believe.” —Glenn Beck
The secrets of history’s most enduring mystery are finally revealed in The Lost
Empire of Atlantis. Through impeccable research and intelligent speculation, Gavin
Menzies, the New York Times bestselling author of 1421, uncovers the truth behind
the mysterious “lost” city of Atlantis—making the startling claim that the
“Atlanteans” discovered America 4,000 years ago and ruled a vast Mediterranean
empire that was violently destroyed in 1,500 BC. Forget everything you’ve ever
thought about the Atlantis legend—Gavin Menzies will make you a believer!

Baby Face Nelson
Arnold Rothstein (1882-1928) was described in the newspapers of the 1920s as “a
sportsman.” “a gambler.” “the man who fixed the 1919 World Series.” But he was
much more than that. A bootlegger and labor racketeer, he corrupted politicians,
promoted crooked stock sales, and imported narcotics. And, perhaps most
importantly, he transformed organized crime from a thuggish activity practiced by
hoodlums into a big business. run like a corporation, with himself at the top. For
twenty years, the name of Arnold Rothstein symbolized money—big-time money,
gambling money, racket money, illegal money, millions upon millions of dollars. His
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share was ninety percent of any deal; he was never indicted for a single crime: he
always won at cards and horses. And, despite his involvement in dozens of
murders and hundreds of other crimes, his luck never ran out. At least not until
1928, the year in which he was fatally shot. The perpetrators—and Rothstein's
millions—were never found. The Big Bankroll is the definitive biography of the man
known simply as Mr. Big. In it, Leo Katcher reveals not only the sordid details of the
life of America's most powerful gambler, but illuminates the whole era in which
crime became king. Leo Katcher was a reporter for the New York Post during
Rothstein’s reign, and spent ten years researching this book, interviewing Lucky
Luciano. Carolyn Behar (Rothstein's widow), and dozens of others.-Print ed. “This
well-written book—part biography, part social history—is as fascinating as a dozen
works of fiction, and a good deal more frightening.”—Spectator “Leo Katcher, who
was a newspaperman in the days when Rothstein ruled, has brought not only the
man but his times back to life. This is a vivid, fascinating book.Katcher does not
glamorize Rothstein: he dissects him skillfully and explains him and his corrupt
associates and the conditions which made it possible for such men to become
wealthy and powerful.Katcher has done a superb job.”—Quentin Reynolds.
Saturday Review

The House on the Point
Originally published: Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1961.
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Pop Culture Places: An Encyclopedia of Places in American
Popular Culture [3 volumes]
The Epic New York Times Bestseller Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize Finalist for the
National Book Critics Circle Award A New York Times Notable Book Winner of the
Texas Book Award Winner of the Oklahoma Book Award This stunning historical
account of the forty-year battle between Comanche Indians and white settlers for
control of the American West “is nothing short of a revelation…will leave dust and
blood on your jeans” (The New York Times Book Review). Empire of the Summer
Moon spans two astonishing stories. The first traces the rise and fall of the
Comanches, the most powerful Indian tribe in American history. The second entails
one of the most remarkable narratives ever to come out of the Old West: the epic
saga of the pioneer woman Cynthia Ann Parker and her mixed-blood son Quanah,
who became the last and greatest chief of the Comanches. Although readers may
be more familiar with the tribal names Apache and Sioux, it was in fact the
legendary fighting ability of the Comanches that determined when the American
West opened up. Comanche boys became adept bareback riders by age six; full
Comanche braves were considered the best horsemen who ever rode. They were
so masterful at war and so skillful with their arrows and lances that they stopped
the northern drive of colonial Spain from Mexico and halted the French expansion
westward from Louisiana. White settlers arriving in Texas from the eastern United
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States were surprised to find the frontier being rolled backward by Comanches
incensed by the invasion of their tribal lands. The war with the Comanches lasted
four decades, in effect holding up the development of the new American nation.
Gwynne’s exhilarating account delivers a sweeping narrative that encompasses
Spanish colonialism, the Civil War, the destruction of the buffalo herds, and the
arrival of the railroads, and the amazing story of Cynthia Ann Parker and her son
Quanah—a historical feast for anyone interested in how the United States came
into being. Hailed by critics, S. C. Gwynne’s account of these events is meticulously
researched, intellectually provocative, and, above all, thrillingly told. Empire of the
Summer Moon announces him as a major new writer of American history.

Batavia
An award-winning historian surveys the astonishing cast of characters who helped
turn Manhattan into the world capital of commerce, communication and
entertainment --

Boardwalk Empire and Philosophy
Genovese, Gambino, Bonnano, Colombo and Lucchese. For decades these Five
Families ruled New York and built the American Mafia (or Cosa Nostra) into an
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underworld empire. Today, the Mafia is an endangered species, battered and
beleaguered by aggressive investigators, incompetent leadership, betrayals and
generational changes that produced violent and unreliable leaders and recruits. A
twenty year assault against the five families in particular blossomed into the most
successful law enforcement campaign of the last century. Selwyn Raab's Five
Families is the vivid story of the rise and fall of New York's premier dons from
Lucky Luciano to Paul Castellano to John Gotti and more. The book also brings the
reader right up to the possible resurgence of the Mafia as the FBI and local law
enforcement agencies turn their attention to homeland security and away from
organized crime.

Battleground New Jersey
For the first twenty-five years of his criminal career, Charles “Lucky” Luciano was a
vicious mobster who rose to become the multimillionaire king of the New York
underworld. For the next twenty-five years of his life, Luciano was a legend---but a
fake master criminal without real power, his evil reputation manipulated and
maintained by the government agents who had put him behind bars. Drawing on
secret government documents from archives in the United States and Europe, this
myth-busting biography tells the real story from Luciano’s early days as a top hit
man for the Mob to his exploits running sex and narcotics empires. His criminal
career abruptly ended with conviction and imprisonment, but his reputation was
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only enhanced by rumors that he was winning World War II for the Allies in Sicily
and the Mediterranean. Now, for the first time, author Tim Newark exposes the
truth about what Luciano really did do to help the Allies in the war. With his
expulsion from the United States after the war ended, Luciano returned to Italy. He
was reputed to have overseen a massive transatlantic narcotics network and
became the arch-villain for international law enforcement agencies. But Newark
reveals how Luciano really spent his twilight years. Lucky Luciano: The Real and
the Fake Gangster turns accepted Mafia history on its head with an extraordinary
story that has never been told before.

An Eagle River Christmas
Draws on more than forty interviews with Steve Jobs, as well as interviews with
family members, friends, competitors, and colleagues to offer a look at the cofounder and leading creative force behind the Apple computer company.

For the Sins of My Father
Dressing Constitutionally
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In Public Enemies, bestselling author Bryan Burrough strips away the thick layer of
myths put out by J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI to tell the full story—for the first time—of
the most spectacular crime wave in American history, the two-year battle between
the young Hoover and the assortment of criminals who became national icons:
John Dillinger, Machine Gun Kelly, Bonnie and Clyde, Baby Face Nelson, Pretty Boy
Floyd, and the Barkers. In an epic feat of storytelling and drawing on a remarkable
amount of newly available material on all the major figures involved, Burrough
reveals a web of interconnections within the vast American underworld and
demonstrates how Hoover’s G-men overcame their early fumbles to secure the
FBI’s rise to power.

Martin Scorsese
“MICHAEL CRICHTON meets STEPHEN KING at their finest … with the creepiest
opening I’ve ever read.” — Lisa Gardner * “Joins the ranks of classic paranoid
thrillers about human achievement run amok, with STEPHEN KING’s The Stand and
Michael Crichton’s Terminal Man.” — Joseph Finder * “A heart-stopping thriller. … a
must-read for MICHAEL CRICHTON fans.” — Dallas Morning News * “Similar in
atmosphere and style to MICHAEL CRICHTON and STEPHEN KING. A race-againstthe-clock thriller.” — Booklist FLIGHT 194 LANDED. SOMETHING LETHAL AWAITS
OUTSIDE. THIS IS DEAD ON ARRIVAL. An airplane touches down at a desolate
airport in a remote Colorado ski town. Shortly after landing, Dr. Lyle Martin, a worldPage 24/32
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class infectious disease specialist, is brusquely awakened to shocking news:
Everyone not on the plane appears to be dead. The world has gone dark. While
they were in the air, a lethal new kind of virus surfaced, threatening mankind's
survival, and now Martin—one of the most sought-after virologists on the planet
until his career took a precipitous slide—is at the center of the investigation.
Moving at lightning pace from the snowbound Rockies to the secret campus of
Google X, where unlimited budgets may be producing wonders beyond our
capacity to control, Dead on Arrival is a brilliantly imaginative, intricately plotted
thriller that draws on Matt Richtel's years of science and technology reporting for
the New York Times, and establishes him as one of the premier thriller writers
working today.

Public Enemies
During the first half of the twentieth century, Atlantic City was the nation's most
popular middle-class resort--the home of the famed Boardwalk, the Miss America
Pageant, and the board game Monopoly. By the late 1960s, it had become a
symbol of urban decay and blight, compared by journalists to bombed-out Dresden
and war-torn Beirut. Several decades and a dozen casinos later, Atlantic City is
again one of America's most popular tourist spots, with thirty-five million visitors a
year. Yet most stay for a mere six hours, and the highway has replaced the
Boardwalk as the city's most important thoroughfare. Today the city doesn't have a
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single movie theater and its one supermarket is a virtual fortress protected by
metal detectors and security guards. In this wide-ranging book, Bryant Simon does
far more than tell a nostalgic tale of Atlantic City's rise, near death, and
reincarnation. He turns the depiction of middle-class vacationers into a revealing
discussion of the boundaries of public space in urban America. In the past, he
argues, the public was never really about democracy, but about exclusion. During
Atlantic City's heyday, African Americans were kept off the Boardwalk and away
from the beaches. The overly boisterous or improperly dressed were kept out of
theaters and hotel lobbies by uniformed ushers and police. The creation of Atlantic
City as the "Nation's Playground" was dependent on keeping undesirables out of
view unless they were pushing tourists down the Boardwalk on rickshaw-like rolling
chairs or shimmying in smoky nightclubs. Desegregation overturned this racial
balance in the mid-1960s, making the city's public spaces more open and
democratic, too open and democratic for many middle-class Americans, who fled
to suburbs and suburban-style resorts like Disneyworld. With the opening of the
first casino in 1978, the urban balance once again shifted, creating twelve
separate, heavily guarded, glittering casinos worlds walled off from the dilapidated
houses, boarded-up businesses, and lots razed for redevelopment that never
came. Tourists are deliberately kept away from the city's grim reality and its
predominantly poor African American residents. Despite ten of thousands of buses
and cars rolling into every day, gambling has not saved Atlantic City or returned it
to its glory days. Simon's moving narrative of Atlantic City's past points to the
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troubling fate of urban America and the nation's cultural trajectory in the twentieth
century, with broad implications for those interested in urban studies, sociology,
planning, architecture, and history.

Rothstein
Through most of the 20th century, Atlantic City, New Jersey, was controlled by a
powerful partnership of local politicians and racketeers. Funded by payoffs from
gambling rooms, bars and brothels, this corrupt alliance reached full bloom during
the reign of Enoch 'Nucky' Johnson - the second of the three bosses to head the
Republican machine that dominated city politics and society. In Boardwalk Empire,
Nucky Johnson, Louis 'the Commodore' Kuehnle, Frank 'Hap' Farley, and Atlantic
City itself spring to life in all their garish splendour. Author Nelson Johnson traces
'AC' from its birth as a quiet seaside health resort, through the corruption,
notorious backroom politics and power struggles, to the city's rebirth as an
international entertainment and gambling mecca where anything goes. Boardwalk
Empire is the true story that inspired the epic HBO series starring Steve Buscemi,
Michael Pitt and Kelly Macdonald. 'As good, if not better, than the television series'
Independent

In the Footsteps of Dracula
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This book examines how the intertwining of clothes and the United States
Constitution raises fundamental questions of hierarchy, sexuality and democracy.
Constitutional considerations both constrain and confirm daily choices. In turn,
appearances provide multilayered perspectives on the Constitution and its
interpretations. Garments often raise First Amendment issues of expression or
religion, but they also prompt questions of equality on the basis of gender, race
and sexuality. At work, in court, in schools, in prisons and on the streets, clothes
and grooming provoke constitutional controversies. Additionally, the production,
trade and consumption of apparel implicates constitutional concerns including
colonial sumptuary laws, slavery, wage and hour laws, and current notions of free
trade. The regulation of what we wear - or do not - is ubiquitous. From a noted
constitutional scholar and commentator, this book examines the rights to
expression and equality, as well as the restraints on government power, as they
both limit and allow control of our most personal choices of attire and grooming.

Steve Jobs
This three-volume reference set explores the history, relevance, and significance of
pop culture locations in the United States—places that have captured the
imagination of the American people and reflect the diversity of the nation. •
Enables readers to perceive how their lives have been influenced by everyday
places in the past, from centuries ago to the modern era • Provides unique and
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enlightening insights through a comprehensive overview of the history,
contemporary perspectives, and pop culture influences of places across America •
Spotlights historic locations central to films, television, music, and daily life to
teach students about American history and culture through topics that interest
them

Boardwalk Empire
Nicholas Pileggi’s vivid, unvarnished, journalistic chronicle of the life of Henry
Hill—the working-class Brooklyn kid who knew from age twelve that “to be a
wiseguy was to own the world,” who grew up to live the highs and lows of the
mafia gangster’s life—has been hailed as “the best book ever written on organized
crime” (Cosmopolitan). This is the true-crime bestseller that was the basis for
Martin Scorsese’s film masterpiece GoodFellas, which brought to life the violence,
the excess, the families, the wives and girlfriends, the drugs, the payoffs, the
paybacks, the jail time, and the Feds…with Henry Hill’s crackling narration drawn
straight out of Wiseguy and overseeing all the unforgettable action. Read it and
experience the secret life inside the mob—from one who’s lived it.

Renegade Hero or Faux Rogue
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Describes the life and criminal career of the bank robber and killer known as Baby
Face Nelson.

Supreme City
A portrait of the 500 Club's owner notes his significant contributions to the history
of Atlantic City; his relationships with such celebrities as Frank Sinatra, Jerry Lewis,
and Dean Martin; his links to political figures and the mob; and the cost of legalized
gambling to his professional and personal lives. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.

Ghost Towns and Other Quirky Places in the New Jersey Pine
Barrens
In her glory days -- the pivotal decades from Prohibition to the Jet Age -- Atlantic
City was the nation's center of popular entertainment. Celebrities and tourists
flocked to America's Playground while political corruption, illegal gambling,
bootlegging, and prostitution were all sanctioned as part of the Atlantic City
experience.Chance of a Lifetime explores the heyday of this resort -- a time when
real-life excesses strain even the wildest imaginations and outrageous characters
made it all happen. It is the time and place where American Cool was born, it was
the first home of the Rat Pack and a haven where a down-and-out Frank Sinatra
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was always welcome -- and never forgot it.Beginning with the early attractions of
the resort island, then exploring the power base of boss Nucky Johnson and later
Skinny D'Amato and his famed 500 Club -- a venue that encapsulated everything
good, bad, and fun about the resort town -- we are given a nostalgic tour of the
good-bad old days.This intimate and personal account of the city, the club and the
famous and infamous people who passed through is told by insider Grace Anselmo
D'Amato, whose husband managed the 500 Club for his brother Skinny. The reader
can almost imagine sitting in a zebra-print booth at the old Five when she drops by
to tell the storied history of this 20th-century playground by the sea. The book
includes a foreword by the noted Atlantic City historian Vicki Gold Levi, who
recounts her experiences as a teenager at the Five at its height in the '50s.Chance
of a Lifetime is extensively illustrated with 178 rare pictures of celebrity, 500 Club,
and historic Atlantic City images specially printed on 96 gallerypages -- with
additional images throughout the text.In a place where more people came for sin
than sun, Chance of a Lifetime details the rise and fall, and rise again, of Atlantic
City's glorious glitz and guts.
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